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Recently, several epidemiological studies[1-14] were dedicated to identifying potential 

health effects from incorporated radionuclides. To do so, the exposure and/or dose of 

individuals were quantified and associations with health status investigated. Since nuclear 

workers’ health and occupational exposure are carefully monitored, they form a particularly 

interesting population to study risks potentially induced by internal contamination. To 

reveal any dose-response relation, lifetime internal dose must be assessed for all workers of 

the epidemiological cohort. 

For this, the measurement results of retained and excreted activity (bioassay) are 

interpreted with biokinetic and dosimetric models. The models best adapted to the situation 

are chosen on the basis of known or assumed conditions of exposure: radionuclide(s), 

isotopic ratios, intake time(s), intake route(s): inhalation, ingestion, wound; 

physicochemical properties of the radioactive material: solubility and activity median 

aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) for an aerosol. Some or all of these parameters are, in 

general, unknown and often difficult to characterize regarding past intakes in which 

epidemiological studies are interested.  

In a subset of the French cohort of workers exposed to uranium during nuclear fuel 

cycle operations (TRACY, [3; 15]), the exposure conditions are documented by job 

exposure matrices (JEM) relating workplaces and periods of exposure with chemical forms 

and isotopic compositions of handled uranium compounds, and by incident registries.  

From bioassay data, incident registry, JEM and administrative files, annual absorbed 

doses received by different organs were estimated for these workers through a dosimetric 

protocol implemented in the DOSEPI software. DOSEPI allowed the estimation of lifetime 

doses for more than 2,800 workers in 2.5 hours of computation on a supercomputer, from 

an Excel® file of bioassay results and exposure conditions translated into input files by 

Visual Basic® macro procedures.  

DOSEPI will be presented in details along with the dosimetric protocol on which it is 

based. Doses estimated for the TRACY cohort subset will also be presented and the 

application to other cohorts and exposures will be discussed. 
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